Software Engineer – Student position

PTC Israel is looking for a part time SW developer to our Haifa development center.

Working in the 3D CAD group to help elevate capabilities of our world class Creo product suite.

Basic Qualifications:

BSc student 5th semester and up (can and actually preferable graduate) GPA 85+ available to work for at least 25 hours a week.

Strong and proven proficiency and experience in C++

Quick self-learner, great technical communication skills

Advantages:

Knowledge in Computational Geometry.

3D graphics.

Experience with data conversion, data marshalling.

Kindly send your CV & Grade sheet to: ptc.3B.C0C@applynow.io

Student Mathematics & Computer Science

PTC Israel is looking for a 3rd year Computer Science and/or Mathematics student to join our Herzelia-based development group, developing world leading 3D modeling application.

Job Requirements:

Strong C/C++ knowledge.

3rd year student at Mathematics & Computer Science

Quick learner skills

Knowledge in Computer Graphics/Computational Geometry – advantage

Kindly send your CV & Grade sheet to: ptc.47.700@applynow.io